
 
BASKETBALL HOOP INSTALLATION – PURCHASERS GUIDE 

The following are examples of overhang measurements. If your hoop is not listed here, check the 
manufacturer’s website. 

These overhang measurements are from the front of the pole to the front of the backboard.  When 
planning placement of your hoop, these measurements must be taken into consideration.  

• When the install team arrives, they will need to be directed to the site for the installation.  As there are 
sometimes preferences in overhang, they will need to verify the exact placement of the hoop. 
Therefore, a responsible adult must be present.  If there is no responsible adult present, we will 
have to reschedule your installation and charge you a $250.00 return Fee. 

• Tree branches or other items in the way of installing your hoop MUST be removed BEFORE 
installation begins and are the homeowner's responsibility.  The install team will NOT remove 
branches or other obstructions.  If these items are not removed before the install team arrives, we 
will have to reschedule your installation and charge you a $250.00 return Fee. 

• The hoop base will be buried up to 4’ and must be a minimum of 6” from the edge of the concrete 
pad.  The install team is not responsible for buried lines or utilities when digging to install this base.  

•  YOU MUST CALL DIG SAFE. IT’S THE LAW, AND ITS FREE. If you have a concern, you must 
provide plans to identify any buried lines or utilities where the hoop will be installed. The install team 
does not move sprinklers. Contact with buried lines or sprinkler heads becomes the homeowner's 
responsibility to resolve.  

• For in-pad installation, a minimum of 12” is required from the edge of the concrete pad to the closest 
bolt.  In-pad installation also requires a minimum pad thickness of 6” in a 5’x 8’ area where the hoop 
will be placed.  

• The install team follows a tight schedule and does not have time to wait while unfinished preparations 
are taken care of.  If the area is not prepared before the install team arrives, we will have to 
reschedule your installation and charge you a $250.00 return Fee. 

• When the install team completes the hoop, you should check it over and look for anything that does 
not meet your satisfaction.  Point out anything you notice to the install team, so they can fix it or 
make arrangements to fix it. If parts are missing for the installation and we have to return, the 
homeowner is responsible for ordering the parts and paying a return fee. 

Lowest 
Position 

6’

Lowest 
Position 

7’

Middle Position 
(Straight out) 

8’

Highest Position 
10’

Dominator 54” X 30” 30” 30”

Dominator 60” X 36” 36” 36”

Dominator 72” X 48” 48” 48”

Goalrilla CV54 X 35” 37” 31”

Goalrilla CV60 X 35” 37” 31”

Goalrilla CV72 X 48” 49” 45”

Pro Dunk Silver  54” 53” X 54” 36”

Pro Dunk Gold 60”
65” X 66” 48”

Pro Dunk Platinum 
72”

65” X 66” 48”

Pro Dunk Diamond 
72” 

X
60”



• When the install team is done, any remaining balance must be settled with the install team 
unless prior arrangements have been made.  

• It only includes digging into the earth, NOT cutting into asphalt or concrete, which is an 
extra charge. We will need an area for dumping dirt from your basketball hole and a place 
to clean out our equipment from mixing concrete on your property. NOTE: (Removing 
earth off your property is an extra charge of $125.00)  

• NOTE: If you have the hoop installed into gravel, there are extra charges, and your install 
team needs to know before we arrive that we will need to build a wood form, and 
additional charges will apply. 

• NOTE: Hard digging (Packed gravel or rock that requires us to use our jackhammer/
hammer drill or long bar is an extra charge of $75.00 per hr. (one hr. min) 

• NOTE: Installing accessories is an extra charge. Example: Yard Guard $150, LED light 
$150. 

• If we hit rock or ledge/pinning down: Drill holes in the hard surface with a hammer drill, 
clean out holes, and install rebar with high strength fast setting anchoring adhesive—
material $60.00 Labor $235.00. 


